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The muons produced by cosmic ray interactions in the upper atmosphere constitute the most abundant signal for underwater neutrino detectors such as KM3NeT (the Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope), which is currently being deployed in the Mediterranean Sea at two distinct locations. Situated at different depths, the KM3NeT/ARCA and KM3NeT/ORCA detectors experience a different flux of muons, and thus are uniquely positioned to study their evolution and propagation from cosmic ray showers. It is imperative to the main physics goals of the experiment that the atmospheric muon background is modelled correctly, which aids in benchmarking and understanding the detector response to the constant flux of these particles.

In this study, the data from the KM3NeT/ORCA detector is used and compared with the Monte Carlo (MC) prediction from the MUPAGE (MUons from Parametric formulas; a fast GEnErator for neutrino telescopes) software package, which generates the energy spectrum, lateral distribution, and muon multiplicity of muon bundles according to a specific parametrisation at different depths below sea level. This parametrisation consists of many free parameters which can be tuned such that simulated physical observables in the detector agree with those measured in data. In this way, improvements to the data-MC agreement are achieved by quantitatively comparing the level of agreement between simulated and measured observables in the KM3NeT detector.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric muons constitute the most abundant signal for many neutrino experiments; they require careful treatment in experimental data in order to disentangle them from neutrino events. These muons however, created in cosmic ray interactions in the upper atmosphere, offer in themselves a rich study of cosmic ray physics.

There are outstanding uncertainties in the modelling and understanding of cosmic ray-induced particle showers, the most prominent being the energy-dependent primary composition and the different hadronic models under consideration, with uncertainties which span vast energy ranges \cite{1, 2}. These uncertainties in turn affect the atmospheric neutrino flux models used in atmospheric neutrino physics analyses \cite{3}.

The KM3NeT underwater neutrino detectors \cite{4} offer an additional probe to these cosmic ray model uncertainties. With nanosecond-level timing resolution, KM3NeT has unprecedented access to high-energy atmospheric muons which reach the depths of Mediterranean Sea, and can probe the transverse momentum of these particles. Through the distinguishing of individual high-energy muons, KM3NeT can contribute to an understanding of the early-stage cosmic ray interactions.

Thus, the atmospheric muon simulation in KM3NeT needs to describe the data to a high-degree of accuracy. MUPAGE \cite{5, 6}, a fast Monte Carlo generator of atmospheric muon bundles for underwater or in-ice neutrino detectors, generates muon bundles according to a specific parametrisation. Its internal parametric formulae consists of many free parameters, which can be varied. The methodology behind tuning the parameters in MUPAGE such that simulation better agrees with KM3NeT data is described in this contribution.
2. The KM3NeT Detector

KM3NeT is a network of neutrino detectors under construction at two locations in the Mediterranean Sea. Each detector comprises a volume of sea water where an array of photo-sensors detects the Cherenkov radiation [8] induced by the charged particles created in neutrino interactions.

The detection modules, or ‘optical modules’, comprise a pressure-resistant glass sphere which houses 31 3-inch PMTs alongside a Central Logic Board and accompanying components and electronics [4, 7]. A ‘detection unit’ is formed by 18 optical modules arranged along a vertical line, with a full detector ‘building block’ consisting of 115 detection units. Different distances between the optical modules along the detection units and between detection units within the building blocks themselves allow for KM3NeT to achieve different physics goals.

The KM3NeT/ARCA detector primarily focuses on neutrino astronomy, with the objective to identify sources of cosmic neutrinos. With an average spacing between optical modules of 36 m, and 90 m between detection units, KM3NeT/ARCA is optimised to detect neutrinos in the TeV-PeV energy range. Comprising two building blocks upon completion, KM3NeT/ARCA will enclose 2 x 0.48 km$^3$ of sea water. It is located at 36° 16’ N 16° 06’ E at a depth of 3.5 km, 100 km offshore of Porto Palo di Capo Passero, Sicily.

KM3NeT/ORCA is a dense configuration of the building block, with an average spacing between optical modules of 9 m along a detection unit, and 20 m between detection units themselves. This geometry is optimised for the detection of neutrinos in the few GeV to 100 GeV range. KM3NeT/ORCA aims to study neutrino oscillations, constrain the oscillation parameters and determine the yet-unknown neutrino mass ordering. The infrastructure for the detector is located at 42° 48’ N 06° 02’ E at a depth of 2.45 km, about 40 km offshore from Toulon, France.

At the time of writing, KM3NeT/ARCA and KM3NeT/ORCA are operating with 6 detection units each, continuously taking data in the Mediterranean Sea. A data run from the ORCA-6 part-detector is chosen for the purposes of this study, namely run number 7398, due to its high quality. It is this data run which is simulated in this research study and against which different MUPAGE parameters are compared.

3. Simulation Chain

The series of software programs used to carry out a simulation will be referred to as the ‘simulation chain’. For the purposes of this study, the data run must be simulated as realistically as possible, attempting to replicate the exact data-taking conditions of the detector during the specific time period.

The simulation chain follows four stages.

1. The generator stage involves the generation of particles, namely atmospheric muons. MUPAGE provides a fast method of generating muons on the surface of a virtual cylinder - which encloses the detector - according to a specific parameterisation. Within MUPAGE there are numerous free parameters which describe the underlying generated distributions of the muon flux, lateral spread (radial distance of muons from primary shower axis), single muon energy spectrum and multiple muon energy spectrum. The muons reach the detector volume and the rest of the simulation chain is carried out.
2. The light stage simulates the emission of Cherenkov radiation and its detection.

3. The trigger stage simulates the PMT and detector response, as well as trigger settings (the specific detector conditions used to filter data).

4. Finally, in the reconstruction stage, the trajectory of the simulated muons are determined by confronting the time-of-arrival of light with the expected arrival time. A log-likelihood fit can be used to estimate the direction and energy of the muons. Following the reconstruction stage, distributions of physical observables can be produced. These include the reconstructed direction and the reconstructed energy.

In this contribution, the approach towards tuning the parameters within MUPAGE to better agree with data is outlined. In essence, the simulation chain is carried out for different values of the MUPAGE parameters, and the reconstructed observables are compared between simulation and data. The current values for all of these parameters, as defined in [6], are referred to as the nominal values.

4. Monte Carlo Comparisons

The parameters which most affect the distributions of observables are identified. This is achieved by simulating the ORCA-6 run 7398 and varying the individual MUPAGE parameters by the same amount, keeping the rest fixed. The simulation chain steps of light, trigger and reconstruction are kept the same for every simulation of varied MUPAGE parameters. An example of this comparison between simulation only is shown in Figure 1. $\beta$, a parameter that describes the energy loss in the parametric equations of MUPAGE [6], is shown to have an effect on the shape of the reconstructed direction when it is varied. The fact that a parameter which describes the energy can affect the direction shows the complexity of the exercise. From this comparison between simulations, six parameters are identified with noticeable impacts on the observables: $\beta$, $v_{1b}$, $K_{1a}$, $d_{0b}$, $b_{1b}$, and $\rho_{0b}$.

5. Comparison Methods

In order to compare distributions of data and simulation, a quantitative measurement of the level of agreement between distributions - obtained with different values of the MUPAGE parameters - is required. One such metric, measuring the difference between distributions, is the significance [9].

When comparing two histograms $H_a$ and $H_b$, the significance $S$ can provide a measure of the difference between them. It can be defined as:

$$S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N} \frac{|a_i - K \cdot b_i|}{\sigma^2(a_i + K^2 \cdot \sigma^2(b_i))},$$

where $N$ is the number of entries in $H_a$ and $H_b$, $a_i$ and $b_i$ are the contents of bin $i$ in both histograms, $K$ is the scaling parameter between the two histograms, and the error $\sigma$ assumes the contents follow Poisson distributions. It can be shown that when $H_a = H_b$, $S = 0$. 
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Figure 1: Reconstructed direction $\cos(\theta)$ for different values of MUPAGE parameter $\beta$, simulating the ORCA-6 data run 7398. The top figure has been normalized to show the differences in shape only. The bottom figure shows the nominal:varied MUPAGE parameters ratio for simulation of $\beta = 0.6\beta_0$ (orange points) compared to $\beta = 2.1\beta_0$ (green points).

Thus, in the context of tuning MUPAGE parameters to improve the agreement with data, a value of $S$ approaching 0 is desired. The value of the significance between observables in data and simulation for the nominal MUPAGE parameters provides the benchmark to improve upon. For this contribution, the agreement in the shape of the distributions is in focus.

6. Data-MC Comparisons

The following results are from a preliminary scan of the MUPAGE parameter phase space. Values of $\beta$, $\nu_{ib}$, $K_{1a}$, $d_{0b}$, $b_{1b}$ and $\rho_{0b}$ are varied one at a time, i.e. independently from another, across a range of parameter values (namely, 0.6 - 2.1 times the nominal value). The ORCA-6 data run 7398 is thus simulated with these varying parameters. The observables in data and simulation are then compared to one another using the significance test. Note that simple cuts of $\cos \theta < 0.5$ and reconstructed $E > 5$ GeV are applied to remove regions of noise.

From this, candidate parameter values giving a better data-MC agreement than the nominal MUPAGE parameters are found. For each simulation run, with a unique set of MUPAGE parameters, a significance score for the reconstructed direction, reconstructed energy, number of triggered hits, number of triggers per event and reconstruction quality is obtained when simulated observables are compared to the same observables in data. An average value of the significance is then calculated to associate one significance value to a particular simulation chain run.

For reference, the average significance of the comparison between data and a MC simulation with the nominal MUPAGE parameter values is

\[
S_{\text{avg,nominal}} = 2.418.
\]
A particular simulation is found which gives the lowest $S_{av \Delta g}$ across all parameter combinations. The reconstructed $\cos \theta$ distribution of this simulation is shown in Figure 2 for data, the nominal MUPAGE parameter simulation and the best-agreement set of parameter values. In this figure the influence of the normalization is removed. This new parameter set clearly results in a better data-MC agreement than for the nominal MUPAGE case. It serves as a proof of this method for parameter tuning.

![Figure 2: Reconstructed direction $\cos(\theta)$ for data, nominal MUPAGE parameters and a best-agreement simulation. The top figure has been normalized to remove the effects of direct scaling. The bottom figure shows the data-MC ratio for nominal MUPAGE parameters (orange points) compared to the agreement for the best-fit direction parameters (blue points).](image)

With a multitude of observables being compared, the minimum $S_{av \Delta g}$ is not necessarily the parameter set giving the best agreement amongst all the observables. Another distribution, namely the reconstructed energy, is shown in Figure 3. Here a value of $S < S_{av \Delta g, nominal}$ is found for a different parameter set. As can be seen, a slight improvement for this new parameter set is found compared to the nominal MUPAGE case. Again this conveys the complexity of the exercise, and illustrates that the shape can be varied.

7. Discussion

A preliminary scan of the parameter space has been carried out to tune MUPAGE parameters to KM3NeT data, in order to improve the description of the data by the MC. The method of comparing simulated and data observables with the significance test is validated, illustrating that varied MUPAGE parameters with certain significance values can improve the data-MC agreement with respect to that of the nominal MUPAGE parameters. A tunable parametric simulation can be carried out, paving the way towards high-precision measurements of physics observables by KM3NeT, with a MC simulation which describes the data to a high-degree of accuracy. A multi-
**Figure 3:** Reconstructed energy for data, nominal MUPAGE parameters and a best-agreement simulation. The top figure has been normalized to remove the effects of direct scaling. The bottom figure shows the data:MC ratio for nominal MUPAGE parameters (orange points) compared to the agreement for the best-fit energy parameters (blue points).

A dimensional scan of the parameter space is intended to be carried out as a follow-up to this work in order to identify the MUPAGE parameter values which provide further agreement with data.
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